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'Candida' Opens Theatre USf's
Gaslight RePertory Monday
Pjnafore's subtitle is The
Theatre USF's Summer
Gaslight Repertory o p e n s Lass That Loved a Sailor,
Monday evening with George which reveals a portion of the
Bernard Shaw's Candida to be theme. The lass is Josephine,
followed by -Gilbert and Sulli- the captain's daughter, and
van's H.M.S. Pinafore Tues- she, her father, and all the
day evening and the vampire . crew "sail the, ocean blue."
classic, Dracula, Wedn~day
THE SAILOR SHE loves is
evening.
Ralph {pronounced Rafe),
· The three productions will "the smartest lad in all the
run through Aug. 10 with pro- fleet," who loves her right
duction dates as follows: Can- back.
But alas! Captain Corcoran
dida, Monday, Aug. 1, 7 and
10; H.M.S. Pinafore, Tuesday, would be appalled if he knew
Aug. 2, 6 and 9; and Dracula, his daughter was in love with
Wednesday, Aug. 3, 5 and 8. one below her rank - besides,
he has betrothed her to one
Curtain time is 8 :30 p.m.

higher up on the social scale
- the Ruler of the Queen's
Navee, -sir Joseph Porter,
who comes to claim her.
In tlie meantime, Little Buttercup, a peddler-woman who
has come on board, is harboring a deep, dark, cankering
secret in her heart, while
Dick Deadeye, a ne~re-do-well
sailor, slinks · about doing all
he can to thwart the loving·
pair's plans to escape.

THE RESULT IS a merry
mix-up in song, caricature
and poses.

Student Body Chiefs
TQ Protest Silspensions
By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer

ident to hold hearings and determine innocence or guilt.
proposal conflicts
1"' The
with statutes regarding ·financial assistance.

. Scott Barnett and the Council of-Student Body Presidents
will protest a recent proposal
BARNETT SAID; "Susperi- ·
allowing state university presidents to suspend campus sion of students has traditiondemonstrators p ending a· ally been considered pun.ishment because they lose at
.
hearing.
The proposal, requested· and ~least an entire school term. In
approve·d by the State Cabinet -business or government, an
Board of Educatii:m, _has tlie incl~vidual is suspended from
approval of the State Board of his duties until a hearing is
~egerits. It was prompt~d by · convened, then found guilty or
the Florida State censorship innocent. Here suspension is
punishment, and in the case
incident last.quarter.
. In preparation for · ·their of the student, without a hearmee't;ing with ·the Regents ing."
Barnett criticized the pronext ' fall, · the Council will
meet h~e. in Aµgust. They . p_osal as being vague in definhave prepare<} a petition criti: · · ing ·why students are . to be
cizing the proposal on· "foutr, suspended · and on w h a t
groun,ds the . President" is ·to
counts, stating that:
,,,, the·'•ptoposal is a ·viola--- - make hjs decision. The . protion of due process in: state posal used the '\vords "disrupuriiversity discipTu\ary pro- tion, interference with orderly
process, dishoµopng and ·disceedings_
"'·The wording -is va~e crediting the univ~rsity."
Barnett also · questioned the
and open-ended.
,,,- They are questioning the delegation of . authority in .
authortty of. a university pres- hearings: "The ptesiden,t who

Dr. Alfred Golding, associate professor of fine arts, is
directing Pinafore, with Suzanne B. Turner as choreographer and William Buckmaster
conducting the orchestra.
On board the "saucy ship"
are Joy de Buckmaster (the
lovely lass), Don Pyle (her
sailor), Franklin Morse (the .
hearty, well-bred captain),
'1Joug Kaye (Ruler of the
Queen's Navee), Diana Bellamy (plump and pleasing
Buttercup), Jerry Peeler
(blackguard Deadeye), Peggy
McGrath, Harry Pickup and
Rick Bowser.

OTHERS APPEARING IN
the production are : Debbie
Carroll, Beverly Crust, Melissa Dodds, Marion Schwall and
Karen Spadacene. The sailors
include: Jerry Achee, Jim
· Austin, Richard M. Gomez,
Melvin Higa, Oscar G. Martenet; Ronnie Norris, Bob
Pregent~k and Tom Thompson.
Tickets are available at the
Theatre Box Office. - Prices
start at 75 cents for ,students,
$1.50 for staff faculty and
Foundation members, and $3
for the general public. Season
tickets are available for all
three shows at $2 for students,
$4 for staff faculty and Foundation and $7 for general public. _

Photos by
David Romeo

·Gaslight Repertory Opens Monday

SCOTT BARNETT
... defends students.

caused the suspension decides
a hearing when he has, in effect, already made up his
mind in suspending the student."
THE FOURTH criticism
questions the Regent's power VOL. 5 _- NO. 3
· UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA
to terminate financial aid
when funds come from other
than state agencies.
The Cabinet has asked the
Regents to change ·-the language of the proposal. Barnett
agreed that a better definition
· of what a student could be
suspend~d for, and a measure
giving the president power to
convene hearings, only before
suspending the student, would
be acceptable. He thought
t,'°:':'£.~!Jfi!l,g" '°:1hoJ!!d :be_c C9_Dd~_cted
----=-- ~-- . . :..._,}:. .:. .: : .- :~· ~-"' -.:. . . . .-: . - . ·.... . . -~- . -:-~·,=-- ~ ---·- . ~- . :. . ;::::~ ---: ... .:-_.~. . .--..:_ .·-~.-::_::. · ·
by_rmpartial boards.
Governor Kirk was quoted
·
ANDERSON, who is chairwill · be made to correct the
Senator Steve Anderson.
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
.concerning the Council of Stuof the Student Associaman
Staff Writer
Anderson, in a report to the. failures of the present system
dent · Body Presidents: "It's
for Internal
Commission
tion
strange when seve_p presiThe quarter system should Board of Regents Council of by . March.· The Council is Improvement, requested that
dents amalgamate themselves live for cine more year ending Academic Vice Presidents, on headed by Vice Chancellor students, faculty members
in a_power bloc rather than in March according to Student July 8 sa id he hopes attempts Allan Tucker.
and administrators take a
representing the students who
next March to determine
vote
.
'
elected them. 11
whether the quarter system
BARNETT SAID it was the
should continue or be dropped
Council'~ duty tci "advance
in favor of the trimester systhe interest of the students.
tem.
.
.
Seeing as how decisions conAnderson said he tentatively
cerning students are made at
a greed to go along with the
-,. the Regent, legislative a nd
academic council's plan to
cabinet level, we regard these
continue the quarter system
as proper channels to operate
for three more years provid.
through." ·
ing the weaknesses cited by
B~rnett commented on the
The Veterans Administra- bids will be opened Oct. 1. implement .as a trade for a 10 students are corrected.
govern.or's quote: "If the gov- . tion Hospital, scheduled to be The contract is expected to be per cent income . tax surcharge.
THE COUNCIL agreed with
ernor will not listen, this clospart of a multi-million dollar awarded Oct. 15.
"SIX YEARS of work and Anderson that students and
es one of those proper- chan-The hospital tun<}s had been thank goodness it looks like it faculty should help develop
nels we are supposed to work USF medical complex, has
danger of befog cut from is coming to a successful con- procedures to be followed in
in
·
construction.
for
cleared
been
through·, and this, in my opinHillsborough County Rep. this year's · budget due to a ' clusion," Gibbons said. "The the study.
ion, causes and invites demonstrations, the intention of Sam Gibbons (D-Fla.) said $6-billion · spending reduction neeq_ is there,· the hospital is
Anderson noted that stuthe proposal being to stop construction· bids are already · which Congress r ecently per- highly desirable, and I am dents complained about being
being advertised, and that suaded President Johnson to just glad we have finally been overworked under the quarter
·
them."
able to clear it and get it system. In his report Andergoing."
son · stated, "It is our finding
_Photo by Richard Smoot
"It seems to me," he said, that, while some members of
"this assures construction of the faculty have made efforts
the hospital, the_USF medical to adjust their course materischool, and other related als to meet the demands of
performed last Wednesday evening by
A-Tuinsian dance
facilities."
the quarter system, the maGeorgia Noble and Ablewahab Hechiche as a pa.rt of "An EveThe other related facilities . jority have not. "
and
Council
, ning in Tunisia," presented by the World Affairs
include a ·new mental hospiVice Chancellor T u ck e r
One-t.One. More than 60 guests listened to a talk on Tunisia,
tal. The University Communi- · agreed with Anderson that
. watched a. movie, and afo Delmades (Tunisian food) and
ty Hospital has already "some of the faculty memBaklarah (Greek pastry), -catered by Pappas' Riverboat resopened near .Fletcher Avenue bers h a v e not ' accom. faurant.
and 30th Street, and a private
modated themselves to the
The Board of Regents next month may members of the board, Brown and 'Bryson
psychiatric cliriic is. also quarter system." However, he
rule on whether to uphold the suspension of a Clevenger, a student who had just ·been ap- ·
· scheduled for the USF ~icirii- said officials of the state unipointed to the board, were not qualified to
USF student.
ty.
versities recognize some of
James Hoffer, a freshman, was suspend- · sit because of lack of knowledge · of board
· The VA selected the USF the problems involved in the
ed last October on recommendation of the procedures. Brown agreed.
area because . of plans f9r the system and are making
USF Director o·f Physical E ducation
USF Board of Discipline and Appeals.
m edical school. It plans a co- changes even without benefit
Hoffer appealed the ruling to the Re- Richard _T. Bowers, a member of the boa.rd
operative program with the
of the study.
gents contending due ·p rocess was not fol- last-fall during the Hoffer case, admitted no
school to provide training for
lowed during the Board of Discipline hear- . formal rules had been officially adopted.
medical students.
SINCE IDS meeting with
ing.
But he said rules stipulating a two-\hirds ·
THE · VA HOSPITAL will . the council, Anderson has
The suspension was appr9ved officially majority for official recommendation were
have 720 beds, 240 each for said, "We a_re in agreement
by Herbert J . Wunderlich, vice president ' firially approved after the Hoffer hearmg.
medical, surgical, and psychi• that the extension of the trial
DIAL 619
The attorney fo r the Bci;i.rd of Regents
for student affairs, after the Board gave its
period for the quarter system
atric care.
argued that, legally, . the right to conf.1,;ont
recommendation. ·
until 1971 is reasonable, a nd
is the smoke that comes out the
QUESTION:
HOFFER PRESENTED his case before accusers was not relevant to due process of
that an extensh:e study by the
Ph.D.
Plan
To
Morell
manholes by Fine Arts-Humanities killing all the
Rivers Buford, a state assistant attorney a college discipline committee because it ·
should be made. HowCouncil
In Business, .Medicine
general, who acted as the "hearing examin- was not a legal body. He also argued a
grass in that area? rs it a poison or just smoke?
ever, we have also agreed ·
·professor
Morell,
W.
R.
Dr.
·
written- statement of charges were not reer," for the Board of Regents.
1
of management. - marketing, that there are certain provi• ANSWER: It is just plain Wi3-ter steam from the
The hearing was essentially a replay of quired, nor did the "defendant" in a discihas been named to develop . sions which must be made berecent rainfalls. The area around the manholes gets
events last fall when Hoffer first indicated pline have to be in the hearing-room during
the budget and general pl<U1s fore the final product of our.
he wou)d appeal the suspension decision. A the entire course of proceedings.
hot from the _evaporating water and kills the grass.
for a multi-field program for ef!orts can be completely acBrown reported his procedural apprehenhearing before the Board was first set Nov.
the Doctor of Philosophy ceptable."
QUESTION: In what counties does USF partici2, 1967, was .then postponed until winter sions on the case to the Student Affairs
These provisions w h i c h,
(Ph.D.) in the College of Busipate for the teacher internship program?
quarter, but was postponed again until last Committee last fall, s aying he felt "comsent to Chancellor TuckwMe
·
Administration.
ness
pelled to relate several · significant depar .
Friday.
,. ANSWER: USF assigns teacher-interns to the folare:
er
manageare
·
fields
The
procedures"
board
estaqlished
from
tures
H6ffer contended last Friday that no
,_,, That the Student Associam ent, health administration,
lowing counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Polk, Orange,
clear rules of procedure existed at the time which he said "seriously jeopardized HofGovernments of each
tion
and economics.
Manatee, Sarasota and Pasco. The reason why stuof the hearing, that a member of the board fer's right to a fair and just review."
University, as well as
te
sta
managefor
programs
The
dents can't intern in any other county is that the suTHE DEPARTURE centered around the
left the hearing an hour before it concluded
be -actively includ- .
faculty,
the
be
will
economics
and
ment
pervisors also teach at USF and that makes it imposand left a proxy vote, and that he did not proxy vote of one board member and the
ed in the planning a nd carry-·
of
College
·
the
by
handled
failure to secure the required two-thirds
have a chance to-confront his accuser.
sible for them fo check the interns and teach their
B u s i n e s s Administration, ing out of the evaluation, and
He said, that these, amona nine other ar- majority found in the rules formally adoptclasses.
while the Health Administra- that the students be given auticles of . appeal, violated University due ed some $ne after the hearing .
program will be devel- thority to review and change
tion
.QUESTION: Is the final week schedule as printed
The USF atJorney argued that only a
process. The board's vote was 4-3, to susoped and staffed jointly by the all m ethods, procedures and
for•Quarter IV still in effect?
pend, including the proxy vote.
majority was necessary since the two-thirds
College of Medicine and Nurs- materials used in the study.
HOFFER ALSO contended that two rule had not been formally approved.
,,., That the study be initiANSWER:. Accor~g to the Registrar's Office·,
ing, and Business Administraated ·as soon as possible and
tion.
yes.

Quarter System Tria/'. Slated;
_Anderson Pushes For Correct ions
1
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USF-Area VA Hospital
Gets Government OkaY

'Evening In Tunisia'
,vas

Holler May Get Ruling
By, Regents In August

~
Why

~
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- ---=- -
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terminated no later tl1an Dec.
31, 1968.
,_,, That the results of the
study be compiled and released by Feb. 1, 1969, so that
the appropriate action might
the
be initiated according
system's time schedule for
calendar changes course revisions.
Y' That a vote of the type
recommended by the Commission for Internal Development
be scheduled for Quarter II of
1971.
·ANDERSON stated that the
effect of the quarter system
on the Cooperative Education
Program· was a reduction in
income for those students participating in the program.
He said, the reduction in the
student income because of the ,
shorter term could be acceptable if there Was a simultaneous reduction of expenses.
He added that his report to
the council was endorsed by
the council of student body
presidents. He said that by .
the state
next September
universities will have similar
functioning commissions {or
internal development.

to

all

GRE Exams
Given Today
And -Friday
Graduating seniors from the
Colleges of Liberal Arts and
Basic Studies who haven' t
taken the Graduate Record
Area Examination (GRE) will
have their last chance today
and Friday. In these_colleges,
seniors are requireq to take
the exams _as a graduation requirement.
The tests, offered free of
charge, determine whether or
not graduates may enter into
'
graduate school.
Tests will be given today
and Friday-in PHY 141. Times
for the exams are : 6:30 p.m.
today and 8:30 a.m. Friday.
Jane Howland administra- ·
tive assistant, said that students should bring their picture ID cards and a number
tWQ pencil.
"Students must be there the
entire testing period," said
Howland, . She said that the
area tests took about four
hours.
Howland warned those students that wished to ask questions about the test, to "come
in early and discuss it with
the procter."

Black Progress Via Bldck Efforts
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

Wallace An Anachronism
The Electoral College and been, to put it mildly, an unjust adGeorge Wallace may find them- vantage for the one group, and an
selves virtually abolished this fall unjust disadvantage for the minorif the Wallace candidacy winds up ity group.
denying the Presidency to whomThis, also is what happens when
ever gets the most votes.
"law and order" prevails. We are
Both 9-re symbols of an aging not, of course, arguing for riots
and outdated system of govern- and unrest. But when the minority
ment. Both are symbols of denial group bears the brunt of class anof majority wishes, and both are- tagonisms, it gets a smaller slice
of the · economic pie - which
breathing their last gasps.
I makes it poor. And those of us in
FOR THE WALLACE candida- the middle class all know what livcy, it is an exercise in futHity. The ing is like in the "poor" section of
results will be at least reminiscent, town.
,
if not identical, to the Goldwater
THE QUESTION RAISED by
fortunes of 1964. Fortunately, what Wallace candidacy is just what the
will be buried this fall will be the United States is going to do about a
effects of parochial prejudice system that has, even if unintenagainst the federal government, tionally, forced a minority group of
and not the fortunes of a major po- citizens to be the society's doorlitical party.
mats for so long. Will it keep them
Wallace is fond of denying his down (which is what "law and
racism, countering that he merely order" would do) or will it raise
wants local "control" of local them up (by paying attention, not
schools. But the result of local _ignoring) ?
"control" of local ·schools has been
Until the Wallace candidacy is
inferior schools for minority group firmly refuted by the American
of Americans because of the action voter, we will $till have to spend
of a prejudiced larger section of useless time arguing against what
the population. The result has is already an indefensible position.

Communism Jabs Pins
At Vulnerable Spots
By JOHN THOMSON

Staff Writer
"The specter of Communism" , as
Carl Marx wrote, that "haunted" the social graveyards of E urope so eerily in
the mid-1800's, is dripping craftily from
the rotting boards of capitalism.

tile itself. From 1936-39, three thoµsand
Americans, serving in · the Communist-

Left-wing organizations have . been
organized International Brigade during
tagged for almost every major social
the Spanish Civil War, received guerrilla
disturbance by America's chess-boai:_d _ warfa.r~. instructions from Soviet advi_politicians in every barber shop since the- ·· sors: They were supplied with Russian
·. com~unisf Party of the United States of
m ines, ~ifles, explosives and "trick appa- ·
America (CPUSA) was founded S!;!ptem._ ratus" used in the sinister weaponry of
ber, 1919. From their inception, they
.
:have been jabbing their ideological pins · guerrilla warfare.
into America's most. vulnerable spots.
One of the most violent groups advocating
. urban warfar e is . the RevolutionWith the dwindling of the white
ai:y Action Movement (RAM). With some
anglo-saxon pi:otestant grip on the Amerdirection from their "chairman in exile",
ican voice and the increasing t ide of inRobert Williams of Peking, and the
ternationalism, the influx of Communist
teachings of the J FK (Joma "Freedom"
Kenyatta) House in the Hough district of
doctrine becomes vast and its appea l a
Cleveland, RAM collected a rms through
little brighter. "rifle clubs" and supplied rioters in the
THOUGH COMMUNISM has flexed
July 18-23, 1966 Cleveland violence.
its muscles mo1,tly in the suspicious
Yet RAM has had some even more
minds of a senator or two, it may well
revolutionary intentions. In foilapalling
rattle its campus chains in the faces of
il}g a plot to pop the lid off tranquil Phileveryone.
adelphia on July 29, 1967, police uncovOn July 4, 1968, Gus Hall, a m?TI of
ered bombs, fir earms, ammunition, plastic cans filled with gas, 275 packets of
many aliases, once convicted for orheroin and enough potassium cyanide to
dering the destruction of the Republic
kill over 4,000 persons, which they had Steel Corporation by a bomb squad, and ·planned to put in the coffee of the riot
the national secretary of the CPUSA,
police.
stated that the party played an active
IN THE 1964 Harlem riots, the erupuprisings.
roll in most major. student
\
tion was traced back to substantial preHall's admitting s upport for scaledplanning. The CPUSA concluded in its
down insurrection is a tribute to honesty.
newspaper, The Daily Worker, tha t the
But the most soul-trembling foreboding
P rogressive Labor Party (PLP) played a
for the U.S.'s bourgeoisie is the la te
"provocative role ·in the recen·t Harlem
model version of the Guevara, Mao,
riots." Communist William Epton of the
PLP, at a rally two hours before the
Nkrumah, Ho, Peking oriented guerrilla
warfare movement.
·
riot, stated that they would "smash this
state completely and totally."
AL.~ED PRIMARILY at the young,
this movement is actually not , so infan" Burn, baby, burn ," the coined mealtic~et phrase for looting militants in the
Watts rebellion of August, 1965, was also
the cry of the PLP, who distributed thousands of inflammatory leaflets and endorsed the riot through their west coast
· newspaper, Spark.
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This popular style of urban insurrection is now making its debut through the
mailboxes and the minds of campus organizations. Communist_literature, calling for armed rebellion, is entering the
U.S. in gargantuan propor tions. The
steps taken to successfully combat this
a re so insignific_ant that the entire Congress may as well help pass it out.

THE LEFT and the right wings of the
big world bird will never flap in harmony. Capitalism will never fly with what ·
marks its destruction. No one hides the
red algae spreading on America's campus ' with its books and leaflets. This insurgent call for "warfare" must be
stopped in its guerrilla tracks if Americans plan to admonish communism on
the university battlefield.
Harry Truman said, "If you can't
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen."
_ Someone slap a damper on the fire, or
for God's sc1-ke, let's at least all get out
of the kitchen.

From The 'One-t~ne' Newsletter

• I am a black man. I am also a junior
at Sou_thwest Missouri. This is meaning- ful only to my family, friends, and associates.
However, I feel that the problems of
our nation will not be solved by big men
- they can only gQide the nation's
course in whose traditions the little men,
like John Doe and myself, will live. And,
according to our leaders, better interracial relationships is one course that will
have to be travelled.
My purpose here is to briefly discuss
the relationships of a:n interracial club
both within itself and within its eommunity.
IN OUR SOCIETY, replete with prej"
udice and contradictory idealism, I think
that is wise to assume an honest vantage
point from which to view interraci\llism.
Although my vantage point is black, I
believe that some views are acceptable .
and applicable to all groups of people
concerned.
I will start the discussion with mention of ian interracial organization on the
USF campus. The One-to-One group is,
in my opinion, one which has at least a
refreshingly honest concern for the problem and a reasonably practical philoso1
phy.
The group espouses a co-existence
type of philosophy which is coupled with
a spirit for experimentation. That is, the
group does not claim to want to make
people love one another. It professes that
people should be allowed to receive
whatever end they might seek interracially through the organization.
I FEEL THAT it is senseless to assume that all people will get along. This
is especially true of people with differing backgrounds. In an atmosphere of
hpstility and silent (and sometimes not
so silent) bias, such as is present at USF
and throughout the country, a simple,
honest approach to interraciialism is presented by the One-to-One club.
One should not, however, confuse this
philosophy with the problems. of the
black student. Black ~tudents should be
allowed to repres·,?nt themselves and to
be recognized for their efforts. As helpful
as the One-to-One group is to the blacks'
cause, it should not be confused with the
black cause.
The black men· and women in college
together iare not the same ,as their black
counterparts 20 years or even a decade
ago. Indeed, black youth today has experienced more change than any group
· of blacks since the days of Reconstruction.
·
WHAT DOES THE black man seek
today? The answer is the s.a me as it has
been for nearly five centuries on this
continent: freedom. At different times
freeqom has meant different things to
blacks.
· -· ·
It has meant freedom not to be a ,

Yes, But What About A Mayor's Help?
plishment. E very step of progress that the
slave. It has meant freedom not to be
exchanges of cultural information, but it
lynched. It has meant freedom to come
can never be quite forgotten that the
One-to-One club makes ,vil( be attributed
and go at will. It has meant freedom
black's life style has been considered into the group ias a whole. Though he was
from being " boy" or " girl" all his life. It
ferior.
a part of the progress, the black memhas meant freedom to attend a good
A black student today is ia.n a malgaber must feel obligated to the white hall
school if one is qualified.
of the organization for its help.
mation of down-home-soul culture and
Today, it is still freedom that blacks
IT MAY SOUND selfish and ungratemainstream American culture. The two
seek. The new freedorp. is unique beful in this day of Black Pride and Black
cultures are as different as chitt'lins and
cause blacks are demanding different
sirloin steak. Though he has ·pride in his
Power, but ·b lack is beautiful and black
types of freedom. Legislation is no longown culture -it has been repeatedly
people are s t r i v i n g for selfer enough. Academic acceptance at a
accomplishment
shown to the black man that his life is
school such as USF does not mean that
inferior to;the mainstream American.
The interracial club has' its place and
the black is accepted socially or in any
Anothe~ point that cannot be overpurposes. It can serve as a mixer for inother way. . Usually, his presence ~ tolterested people. It can help dissolve
looked is that the black and white stuerated.
dents within the group are aware that
much racial misundersbanding. It can
ANOTHER CONDITION that is
their relationships within such groups
be, socially, anything that its members
disheartening to the educated black perare restricted. That is, behavior that is
allow it to be. However, today the Oneson is the paternalism which m any
practiced in public does not always reto-One club cannot politically represent .
whites extend as friendship. This is prevflect behavior within the group.
the black student at USF.
alent at other schools as well ia.s USF.
ON A CAMPUS like USF it would be
And unless circumstances alter
The black students have resorted to
the liberals, both black and white, who
drasti~ally, the organization will not repblack fraternization within the society of
would join such a group. If your liberals
resent the black student in the near futheir "soul brothers and sisters" as an ' are in one group excluding more conserture. In a realisitc analysis of the situaoutlet for social interaction.
vative viewpoints, exactly who is the 'tion, the representative of educated
This counte~acts the unusual relationgroup going to reach? It could perhaps
black people can only be more educated
ships which exist between blacks and
reach those who are in a sense "sitting on
black people.
whites, and has now evolved into the forthe fence," but very few conservatives
THIS ARTICLE HAS not been written
mation of political groups which function
are going to be reached by such an orgato purposely hurt the One-to-One club. It
to improve the living conditions of the
nization.
bas been as stated, a black viewpoint on
blacks on campus. ·
And what about the group's goals?
interracial organization. The final opinAs a member of.a group competing in
ion on m y part is that the interracial
Though it has been stated that the Oneelections a nd on-campus controversy, the
to-One club's philosophy is superior to
clubs serve a definite social purpose that
black student 1a t last has a legitim ate
many other similar organizations, the , would be difficult to fill by another orgavoice and platform, equal to a ny_
group still has goal problems. What c·an
niilational make-up.
ONE MIGHT ASK how this relates to
the club offer a politically-mind_ed black
However close their viewpoints are to.
an organization such as the One-to-One
person?
black viewpoints, the two are different
club. The answer is that few black peoFor the impatient black student (who
organizations with different purposes. I
ple who enter an interracial club enter it
is, by the way, the typical black studen_t
b~lieve it is time _to rec9gnize _blacks for
on an equal basis with the white memtoday), the One-to-One organization ·of- . what they are, and not what people thlnk
·
bership. .True enough, there are definite
fers nothing in the way cf black accom- · th~v should be.

COMPLETE WITH RUBBER STAMP COUNCILS

UrbatJ Mayors:The _DaleyMachine
From The Economist
CHICAGO - In this unpredictable
election year, one hard fact seems certain; the well lubricated, opulently financed and discreetly disciplined political machine driven by Chicago's fourterm mayor - Richard Daley - appears
to be headed down its .traditional road to
victory.
In the immediate wake of Robert
Kennedy's assassination, the Daley machine rusplayed once more its ability to
obtain votes for lackluster but loyal candidates, handpicked by an ·enigmatic but
practical Irish-American who practices
old-style politics in an era when the
"new breed" is so attractive to much of
the electorate.
IN LAST MONTH'S primary election
fn Illinois, when the parties chose their
candidates for next .November's elections, the Daley-led Democrats polled
some 825,000 votes without having a serious -or dramatic race for any of the offices on the ballot.
Throughout the •s tate, newspapers
generally are pro-Republican so the
Democra ts , had to get out their vote
without much help from the news or editorial pages_ Yet tl1ey outpolled the divided Republicans by about 115,000
votes, even 1hough there was a tensely
contested race for that party's nomination for governor of Illinois .
Mayor Daley is neither an intellectual
nor an idealist. He is a political professional with experience and cunning. On
the national political scene, he is both
feared and respected although tie has
never been tempred to move to Washington in spite of reported offers of positions
in the Cabine t and si.:ggestions that he
run for the United States Senate. Daley
loves and rules Chicago and nothing
much of importance happens in the city
without his approval.
HOW DOES MAYOR Daley exercise
his political power? In these days of
urban explosion, the city of Chicago
needs public mopey if it is to meet the
challenges confronting it. Property taxes
are skyrocke ting in the city and its sales
taxes are among the highest in the country.
Help from Washington is essential
and Daley is adroit at tapping the federal till. President Johnson and his departmental heads have been most responsive
to Daley's needs and"hardly a week goes
by without an announcement by City
Hall of a major grant from Washington

done in Chicago with •its potential enem ies - the ·Republican ·establishment
and the Republican party.
. The conservative business communify
of downtown Chicago - the large banks,
the departme nt stores, the major corporations - is led by men who live in the
suburbs a nd who, in national politics, are
right-of-center Republicans . Many supported Goldwater for the Presidency in
1964 and ,'viu probably favor Nixon this
year.
Yet, in local elections, these "practical" businessmen contribute heavily to
the Daley machine because of the benefits that they will get from it. ·
MAYOR.DALEY
NEARLY EVERY BIG bank in the
.... who needs government?
inner city owes t he Mayor a favor or
I
two ; even the mass media are indebted
for some m unicipal service - housing
to him. For instance, the Chicago Tribprograms, airport subsidies' and so on.
une, which calls itself "The World's
Unlike some other leading cities, ChiGreatest Newspaper," is aggressively Recago does not have a Washington office
publican on national questions, but supnor does it need one. Mayor Daley uses
ports Daley on most of his policies, inthe telephone - calling either directly to ,., cluding his bids for reelection.
1he appropriate federal agency or to the
In turn, Daley engineered a package
Democratic members of the powerful Ilto rebuild McCormick Place (Chicago's
linois congressional delegation, one of
exhibition hall named after the Tribune's
the most influential in Washington belate publisher) with $80-million in public
cause it often votes as a bloc! Daley
funds after it burned down on a lakefront
promises their votes to the Administrasite that would be better as a park. The
tion on . vital legislation - and delivers
business community r espects Mayor
them.
Daley because they understand , and
THE - wmTE HOUSE has wooed
know him - and he know their needs.
Daley and its reward will probably be an
The American system of government
outpouring of support in Illinois from the
is founded upon a check-and-balance
Daley mac~ine for Vice President Humtheory of three independent branches phrey, if. he is nominated as Democratic
the executive, the judicial, and the legispresidential candidate.
lative. But in Chicago Maypr Daley is a ll
So far Daley has been assi.;ming 'a
three. There, the executive branch is 1
"neutral" stance (as far as the public is
made up of. Daley and a small unimagiconcerned) on the Democratic presidennative group of well-paid aides.
tial nomination on the excuse that, as he
THE W CAL- JUDGES, in most in•
will be the formal host when his party's
stances, owe their appointments to the ·
nominating convention meets in Chicago
Mayor for good service to the party. The ·
next month, it would be bad manners for
legislative branch (the 50-man city counhim to favor any candidate.
cil), has mqre than 10 pro-Daley alderDaley has a lot to gain and little t o
men who rubber stamp the mayor 's prolose by delaying his announcement, but
posals. From City Hall to the courtthere is increasing evidence that eventurooms, from the City Council to police
ally he will try to throw the big Illinois
headquarters, it is Dick Daley's town.
delegation into Humphrey's lap. The
Daley keeps any show of his power to
Mayor believes in party loyalty and rethe minimwn. He is not one for public
wards for those who stick together; he
debates or "white papers ;" he prefers
has no time for mavericks .
, daily news conferences at 10 a.m. These
are a "must" for press and radio coverMAYOR DALEY understands power
age, but the news is dry : major new
and knows how to get it. It is not that he
projects, a new grant, a new appointis particularly perceptive or competent
as a chief executive. It is rather that he is
ment.'
very effective a t disarming the opposiIf a reporter asks a thorny question,
tion and making it impotent, as he has
the Mayor turns to his aide and says:

WiW@%%f®Y-i#¥Mfa¥&k#i;:;4t4@?%¾MW#Wtii#%ffi£#iM#i4f#t?@¥MH§MiiMii¥&4A44£.J::::
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"We'll have to look into that Thank you
for bringing it to our attention. "That silences the r epor ter for a time and forgetful newsmen often fail to follow the matter up.
MAYOR DALEY has often been
called "Buddha" because of his unfathomable face in time of crisis. Frequently
it is difficult to tell what is on his mind
or how he views this incident or that person. He is at his desk early in the morning on the fifth floor of City Hall and
stays until pinner time. ·
Then, with a three-man police escort,
he is driven back to his brick bungalow,
his austere boyhood home in the Roman
Catholic 11th ward. After dinner, the police escort meets him and he is off to
local meetings , a civic dinner or a wake.
He views his privacy as sacred and is
very dedicated to his large family, which
he rarely exposes to public life.
"He eats at home with the family five
nights out of the week," says his wife,
"even if he has a banquet or a civic affair to go to later." He is personally honest and has never been tainted by personal scandal. Even his detractors agree
that his word, once given, is kept.
·
SOME JOURNALISTS have suggested
that he is a non-partisan - rather than a
Democratic - mayor. His unique ability
to form a coalition of business, labor,
and civic groups, a long with the clergy
and ~ocal organizations, has helped him
to do much to ,revitalize the nation's second largest city.
Chicago's police department is. one of
the best big-city forces in the country;
the fire department has provided the city
with the nation's lowest fire insurance
rates among large cities; Chicago has
the world's largest and most efficient
water filtration system,
In Mayor Daley's era, thousands of
ugly and unsafe buildings have been torn
down in the slums because they were
unfit for human habitation - although
there are still plenty to be torn down.
THERE ARE 1\1~ other things t hat
need to be done before life in Chicago
will ,be of the quality that it should be in
a modern city. Daley's defenders say
that the mayor is aware of these needs,
but that he alone cannot do the job.
The Democratic political machine in
lliinois today, however, is Daley, and
,only Daley. For years, his machine "had
been studied by political scientists, and
journalists have visited the city to write
about " the last of the big city bosses."
&¥4¥¥WJWkW¥h#&#
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Theatre Expansion
Nears Compl~tion
The Theatre Department cal advisor for the Theatre,
is getting a concrete addition said, "for its price" it was as
Need a new or used car? Call Waiter trainees needed. High this year. A new building, complete and well designed as
your personal USF rep. "Vet" tip Income & salary & meals. being constructed just behind any he had seen."
Thomas at Strickland Auto Los Novadades ph. 248-4195
the main Theatre, will be
"Of course," he added,
Plaza 15000 US19 Clwt. 531-5875 Wanted to rent, Sept. 1, furnish- n ea r i n g completion this "you can't get everything you
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ed or unfurnished. 3 or 4 bed3. FOR RENT
room house. 988-1838.
month, and plans are being want in a design. There may
- - - - - - - - - - -'- - Girl to share apartment near made for the department to be some problems of moving
Trailer Lots, Trailers, Campers USF, Qtr. 1, 2, 3. Call Barbara begin moving in by Sept. 1. the flats and wagons built in
& Campsites for rent on Lake- 988-7579.
Russell Whaley, chairman the new workshop down the
10 min. from USF. 949-5762.
13. MISCELLANEOUS
of theatre arts, said, "Due to enclosed hallways and into
Newly-decorated room Kitchen - - - - - -- - -- - - - the excellent designing of the main theatre. But compriv. Reasonable. Tel. 239-6951
$50 reward for information lead- , James Green the architect
pared with t he problems we
.
.
ing
to arrest and conviction of
' b · · 1 d•
House, furmshed, 1606 Lme- person
or persons who stole many ex·t ras are
emg me u • now have th·1s WI·11 b e noth.
baugh, near USF. Call after 5 black cloth top from 62 MG ed." .
ing."
p.m. 932-2302.
parked on lot 3 behind TAT
He said, "It is being con- ·
- - -- - - Duplex apt. 2 Bdr. Due to rent 7-2-6~, 9:20 a.m.-1:15 _p.m. 714 structed on a budget of $640,A_ug. 1st. 121st Ave. near s~op- Keelmg St., Brooksville, Fla. 000 and will provide the depmg center & transportation. 796-4580.
t
t
•th
fi
Call 949-5403.
- - - - -- - - - -- - - par men w1
many rsts:
- - -- - - - - - -- - -,Hear Jim Fair talk about Tam- offices for the Theatre faculRent 1 Big Bedroom. Reason- pa, its problems and its progable. Ac. private entrance, near ress. Sun., July 28th . . Summer ty ; classrooms where perforUSF, secluded. Call Bobbie, 932- Forum. 10am at the Tampa mances and technical classes
1318.
Unitarian Church, 2904 Concor- can be held ; a complete workUSF has been selected as
2 bedroom central heat & air, dia Ave. No services.
shop, and the . Experimental host for a Cooperative Educacompletely furnished • $125· per 15. SERVICES OFFERED
Theatre will have its new tion Conference on ca m pus
mo. 10411 Sassafras-Temple Terrace. Call 932-3912 after 6.
- - - -- ---'--- - -home here, too."
Monday, Oct. 7, for the benefit
- - - - - - - - - - -Day Nursery and Kindergarten
W H.A LEY FEELS that of Florida's junior colleges
5. FOR SALE
Open year round with expert su- even with the extra space and planning such programs.
pervision and instruction SafetyWedding gown, 3 bridesmaids' Land-13202-15th St. See Page 6. facilities there won't be an inMore than 20 representa~owns, flm"'.er girl ~ress, match- EXPERT TYPIST, THESES, crease in productions being tives of junior colleges will atmg headpiece (pmk). Phone TERM PAPERS. CALL AFTER presented immediately, but it tend as well as J. Dudley
932-7109
6: 839-4827. MRS. DRIVER.
will aid the department in of- , Dawson, consultant for the
TEMPLE TERACE - 3BR -CB
.
.
fering better programs.
l National· Commission for CoLandscaped corner lot. Buy own- Typu:ig Ser~ice : See R. Dunagan
ers equity and assume all inclu- English office, 421.
Eldon M e c ham, techni- operative Education.
sive $74 payment. Back yard
fenced. 988-1337.
Royal Electric typewriter - S85;
Tape Recorder - $75; 1966 VW
Fastback, air, radio, Sl,900. Calli- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 932-2909.

11. WANTED

1 AUTOMOTIVE

USF Hosts

Conference

OUR READERS WRITE

Brazilians Roi,· Ec.onomist

7. HELP WANTED

Girl, Live - In or afternoons.
Child care, North Tampa, must
l\ave transportation 3324 Valencia, ph. 935-8618.
EDITOR:
Many of the Brazilian stuKINGCOME'S
~ dents were deeply disturbed
by the article on page three of
TRIMMINGS
the July 17 issue of The Ora•
..}
Sew.1n9
an d Costume Supplies,\(,{!
cle.
• Millinery and Needle Point ;;4
Despite the authority of the
m
ff•. An, & Fowl or Ph, 935"■161,'\m@&~, named magazine, the situa~'H4.'&>m:-::,, J'.. tion in Northeast ~razil
is not
so bad.
Now most Brazilian people
believe, in fact they are sure,
that we have found the way to
develop. Of course, we
haven't resolved all of our
problems, but things are
Grand
changing.

I
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VOLK$WAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF .
Administration Bldg.
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

at

18 and Over

Must Show I.D.'s

;;;·1~~:

Birdsong M~f

DANCING

Soul

THE

Mod
9302 30th Street

Across From Busch
Gardens

~

"SEVEN DARING GIRLS"

SPECIAL CAST

"YOUNG SINNERS"

Fri.-Sat.

Co-Op Education

2 CENJs··oFF!

AL CRANDON

Co-Op Placement

66,

30th ST.

TERRACE

~ e-

LIBERAL ARTS

-~

and cut-rate liquors
8448 56th Street

TEMPLE TERRACE

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next·To Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.

•r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~::::::::~

AMERICA'~ ORIGINAL JEANS • Since 1850

Beema~
WESTERN WE .A R

8702 ·NEBRASKA AVE.

39 Hour Load?

3CM

FLORLDA

SMASHING!
the little-bit-bigger
bag takes over the
campus scene

a

Be it a barrel, a box, or tote shape, the
luggage-look carries a lot of fashion.
Styled of plastic that pretends to be
leather, but with a s.nap and · swagger
all its own, antiqued in the rich browns
. of autumn. From our collection, $16
each. See all the exciting shapes of
tomorrow's fashion today in Handbags,
W est Shore, North Gate, Downtown.

Auto Rallye

The USF Sports Car Club
will sponsor an evening fun

306 N. DALE MABRY

of $andwieh
Open until 1 A.M.

raUye Saturday, originating
from t he Fine Arts and Humanities parking lot.
Registration begins at 6
p.m. with the first cars leaving at 7:30.
Rallyemasters Mike LaChance and Lynn Miller estimate the total· mileage at less
than JOOmiles.
Seat belts are required for
both driver and navigator.
Trophies will be awarded to
top finishers and team ,vinners.

Horne Finishes: 4.0
Phone

935-3985
935-8024
254-7461

Tampa~s Finest and Newest Sandwich Shops

Mention a 4.0 grade point
ratio to most USF s tudents
and they say, ''What's that ?"
"Is it anywhere near a 2.3?"
Judith Horne knows what it
means to graduate with a 4.0
average - she did it. She has
made straight A's while in a ttendance at USF . She also
started her career with a 4.0
at St. Petersburg Junior ,College before coming to USF.
She has been at USF since
Trimester ill-B, 1966.

July 26, 27

lOMMY KIRK

i~il~~.~g·i;oit tt.;~·

OPPORTUNITY
IS
COMING

EDITOR:
Or should I say, " Dear
Abby." Only you can help me
spread the word.At the present time, I seem
to be enrolled in nine, cot:nt
'em,' nine courses for a total
of 39 quarter :hours. Although
I intended to attempt only 14
hours this quarter, the Registrars Office saw t hings differently.
My name has filtered down
on six excess rosters and I
am continually informed by
students that Professor SoAnd-So, "Wishes I would show
up for class," or "Wishes to
infor m me my term paper
and mid-term are overdue."
To reinstate my tardy position with the yet-to-meet professors, I can only say,
"Thanks, but no thanks." The
excess baggage is: CBS 110,
CBS 401, HTY 323, PHI 405,
SOC 371 and SSI 301.

July 24, 25

ADRIAN HOVEN

In Darkness

ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE

Where Better Sandtpiches _are Made

P·re-Law: Department of Slate, Pass-

Skyway Dri_ve In Theatre_.
Wed.-Thurs,

To Be Held

Vests
Belts
Skirts
Moccasins

10124 -Flori du Ave.
10200-30th St.
909 W. Kennedy Blvd.

Pollllcal Science: Depart ment of Sta te,
Passpor t Division, va r ious locat ions in
the U. S. ; Genera l Services Administra•
l ion, Atlan ta & Wash ington, D. C. ; City
of Hollywood, Ho llywood, F la .; Hillsbor•
ough County Cle rk of the Circ uit £curt,
Tampa ; National Archives a nd Records
Serv ice, Wash ig lon, D. C.; Na t ional Pa rk
Serv ice, New York Cit y a nd Wash ingt on,
D. C.; City of Sa ra sota, Sara sota; U. S.
House of Representa t ives, Was hing ton,
D.C .; Office of Educ a tion, Weshinglon,
D.C.

"CATALINA CAPER"
port Divisio n, various locat ions thro ughPEE WEE
out t he U.S.; Hillsborough County Cle rk
"COUNTRY WESTERN
of the Circu it Cour t, Tampa ; Nationa l Ar•
HOEDOWN"
a re :
" Of Black America," 10 p .m ., CTR 252. c hives a nd Records Serv ice, Was h ington,
.
.
WEDN ESDAY, JU LY 31
JAMES STEWART
Monday-Friday, 12: 30 p .m. t o 5 . 3o p.m .
Navy Recruiters, from 8 a .m., CTR 204, D. C.; Nationa l Park Service, Washing" CARBINE WILLIAMS"
ton, D. C.; U. S. House of Rep resentaSaturday-Sunday, 1 p.m. to 6 p.m .
205 a nd Lobby
t ives, Wash ington, D. C.
Monda_y .Wednesday-Frlday, 8 p.m. t o 10
Viewpoint 2 ·Pm CTR 252
p.m. Ch ildren under 7 years of age must
'
· ·•
•
be accompanied by an adult U yea rs or
Sun.-Mon-Tues. July 27•29
older.
.
2 COLOR HITS
.
GOLF COURSE Is open from 8 a .m . to
·PAUL NEWMAN
dark weekdays ; 7 a.m. t o d ark on Satu rTODAY
ON EVERY GALLON OF GAS
"SECRET WAR OF .
d ay, Sunday and holidays. Call 988-1635
Information Session, 2 p.m., ENG J; a ll
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24 ••
HARRY FRIGG"
for further information.
s tude nts welcome to d iscuss a pplications.
: ROBERT TAYLOR
1969 AEGEAN reservations are now possible emi:,loye rs, assignments, e tc.
PHILLIPS
"JOHNNY TIGER"
be ing accepted in the Office of Campus
FLETCHER AT
Publications, CTR 223. No books will be
Adm. 50c
Starts 1:30:
d istributed ne xt mid-May without advance
THE CAMPUS HELPERS
reservation from s tudents, faculty a nd
GOOD W HAD
staff a t $1 total cost ($1.50 If the book Is
More than 150 employe rs are c urrently
to be mailed). ,Reservations will close seek ing USF stude nts for Cooperative -;;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.
Jan . 15, 1969.
Education T ra ining . a ssignment for Quar- I
1968 AEGEAN distri bution to those who !er 1 T raining P eriod s ta rl ing !'Aonday,
reserved copies is expected before the Sept. 9. Some ope~1~gs a r~ a lso l1s!ed f~r
end of summ er s ession. w a tch The Ora- Qua_rter I_I. Add1t1o na l informatoon 1s
cle for announcemen t of dat es.
avai la ble in t he Co-op off ice , ENG 37,
e xt . 171. The followl ng a re some of ! he
employers seeking Co-op students a nd t he
area d esired.

standable. But we are going Ti mes and p laces of o rganizations Math-Physics: Boeing, Huntsville, Ala . ;
me eting regularly are pos ted on t he Uni• Centra l Inte ll igence Agency, Washington,
ahead.
versify Center lobby bulletin boards.
fi~~~, Es.c ':: di:i::a1d'k1~~ri~uCo.~ C~~-e
And it is not true that the
Kennedy; Environmental Science Services
TODAY
Adm inistration, Rockv ille, Md. ; IBM,
Roman Catholic Church in the
Photo E xhibit , all d ay, CTR 108.
Huntsville, Ala.; NASA-Godda rd . Space
northeast is loudly voicing
Readi ng for Junior High, 8 a.m.; CTR Flight Cen te r, Gre"Obelt, Md .; NASASpacedrafl Center,
Houston,
discontent. One bishop, yes. 202.Reading for College Bound, . 8 a .m.; Manned
Texas; Pica tinny Arsena l, Dover, N.J.;
CTR
203.
But he says his .own opinion, Graduate Record
Southern Be ll, various locations in F la .;
Exam, 6 :30 p .m.; Un ion Carbide, Oak Ridge, Tenn.; U. S.
not the word of the Roman P HY 141 & 122.
Nava l Training Device Center, Or lando .
Bridge Tourn■ ment, 7 p .m. ; CT R 255•
Meteorology: Env ironmental Science
Catholic Church.
256.
Adminis tration,
one-to-One Group, 7:30 p.m.; CTR 248. Services
Md.,
I, along with some others, Sports
Oceanography:
U. s . Rockville,
Coast Guara
Car Club, 8 p.m .; CTR 226
Washington, D. C. ; U. S. Nava l Oceanocriticize some acts of the acTHURSDAY
g raphic Offi ~ , Washington, D. C.
Photo Exhibit, all day, CTR 108.
Photogrammetry : Centra l Intelligence
tual government. We don't
Reading for Junior High, 8 a .m. ; CTR Agency , Washington, ·o . C.
like some of t he secretary's 202.
Physics: Genera l Electr lc Co., Cape
policies, but it's normal in our
democratic system.
STUDENTS HAVE made
trouble in the streets. But
they are only looking at one
side. Most of the students
don't agree that violence is
the right way to demand better installations. Only a small
group of people want to make
trouble.
Most people want peace, the
students want to study, and
everyone wants to participate
\
-- in the development of Brazil.
VIANNEY CARDOSO
DE MEI\TEZES
l\fember of the
"Yazigi Group"

PHILIP R. RUNNELS

112

'SANDAL
-----SHOP
Sandals
Bags
Hair Pieces
Ear Wires

Officicil Notices

Campus Dat• Book

northeast, but the discontent
of the whole country with the
government and the ways it
was1eading us.
The inflation increase in the
last three months of Goulart's
government was 25 per cent!
If we had followed this same
rhythm, the inflation would
have been, at the erid of 1964,
over 144 per cent.
THE MILITARY, with the
agreement of the whole nation, unseated the president,
in the special Brazilian way
(the most convenient way)
without one §hot.
Then began fo r Brazil the
THE DEVELOPMENT of hard way of
reconstruction,
northeast, as with the devel- the search for effective development of the north, is now opment. Many ' laws were
looked upon s e r i o u s 1 y. changed, and
we began the
Formerly it was only a re- reforms needed.
mote plain, and the governThe · inflation increase is
ment spoke of it only to ,vin now under 40
per cent, and
popularity.
our efforts are now directed
The superintendent who at solving -~ r e a t problems,
started the real work of Su- like finance, education, habidene (Superintendency for the tation and development of
Development of the North- some critical areas.
east f was J ao Goncalves de
WE'VE BUILT in the last
Souza. The Brazilian govern- three years the same number
ment asked him to return to oi-houses.. that was built in the
Brazil to go ahead with_ the 2J:years before'.
Sudene plan.
Of course, it would be possiAt_this time he was a very ble only with radical
transforimpdrtant member of the Ormations in the way of governganiiation of American:st~Jes ~ ment, which has been done by
(OA© ~iving in Washington, President Castelo Branco and
D.C. He returned to Brazil, his staff.
but because of his capacity
And more: the rehabilita.and integrity, the OAS retion of the dignity ,of the presiquested that he return to dency ; the imposing
of the
them as soon as possible .
austerity in the administraNOW THE incentive to the tion, and the r eal search for
private investments are guar- rational solutions through the
anteed; and one new industry proper thinking through of I the
or factory a re opened each problems.
day in the northeast.
THIS IS the truth: today
The cause of the Revolution Brazil is rather different, and
of March 31, 1964 was not the better. Some people don't like
popular discontent of the our government. It's under-

COLLEGESTUDENTS

Reading for College Bound , 8 a m •
Bulle tin Boa rd notices sh ould be sent
• ,,,
DIRECT to " Director, Campus Pub lica- CTR 203.
Developmental
Reading fer College
tions, CTR 223" (ext. 618) no later tha n
Bpund,
6
:30
p.m.,
CHE
103.
Wednesday noon for publication the fo lUpward Bound, 7 p.m.; RAR 235.
lowing Wednesday.
Baha'i Club, 7 p .m., CTR 205.
Send news Items d irect to: " Ed itor,
Reception for Br11lll1n St udents 8
The Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).
p.m., CT,R 248•
'
FRIDAY
Photo Exhibit, a ll day, CTR 108.
RHding for J unior High, 8 a .m. , CTR
GRADUATE RECORD EXAM (Area 202.
Reading for ~olleg1 aound, 8 a .m.,
test ) wil l be g iven al 6 :30 p.m. TODAY
and at 8 :30 a .m . Satu rday in t he P hys ics CTR ,'03.
Auditorium ( PHY Hll. No adva nce reg isChrisl ia n Science Orsanl11tion, 2 p.m.,
CTR 200
tration is needed.
Movie ,' " Being, Being," 7:30 p.m., FAH
1. E xaminees should bring a no. 2 pen• 101.
ell.
Band Dance, 9 p.m ., CTR 248.
2. E xam inees must bring picture ID
SATURDAY
cards for ent ry to the testing room.
P hoto Exh ibit, all day, CTR 108.
3 The t esting session will last approxi•
Gradua te Record Exam, 8:30 a.m.,
mately 270 minutes (~½ hours). Exam- PH Y Ul & 122.
inees must be p repared to rema in for the
Sports Car Rally, 6 p .m., FAH Parking
enti re period. They w ill not be excused Loi.
unti l the e xami ner has collected a nd
Movie: " Being, Being," FAH 101 .
chec ked a ll materials.
SUNDAY
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT may
Pfloto E xh ibit, a ll d ay, CTR 108.
be checked out in Gym 105. Golf c lubs,
Sigma Alpha EPSIion, 7 p.m., CTR 251.
tenn is racq uets, basketballs, volleyballs,
MONDAY
bicycles, and many other items are a va ilNavy Recruiter, from 8 .am., CTR 204,
able. Recreationa l kits of sports equip- 205 a nd Lobby.
men! are a va ilable for pincics a nd o ut•
Vie wpoin t, 2 p.m., CTR 252.
ings . Equipm ent Room hours :
TUESDAY
.
Monday-Fr iday, 8 a .m. t o l 0 p .m .
Navy Recrui te rs , from 8 a. m., CTR 204,
Saturday, 10 a.m. to· 6 p.m.
205 and Lobby.

Ke nnedy; P rinceton-Pennsylvania Accel- Prt-Med: Bet hesda Me morial Hospita l,
era tor, Prince ton, N. J .; Argonn e Na tion• Boynton Beach; F lorida Stale Board of
a l Laboratory, Argonne, Ill.; Boeing, Hea lth, Winter Haven; Tampa General
Huntsvil le, Ala.;
Cent ra l Intelligence Hospita l, Tampa.
Agency, Wash ington, D: C. ; E . I. d uPo~t
Pre-Pha rmacy : Tamµa General Hospi•
de Nemou rs & Co., A1k~n, S. C. ;_ !=nV1• ta l, Ta mpa.
ronmenta l Sc ience Services Adm1 n1stra•
.
lion, Rockville, Md. ; Internationa l Busi~sycholog_y: City. of Tampa, Tampa ;
ness Machines, Huntsville, Ala .; NASA- Fairfield Hills Hosp1lal, Newtown, Conn. ;
Goddar d Space F light center , G reenbe lt, Juve ni le Cour t O! H_ill_sborough County,
Md.;
NASA-Wa llops Station, Wa llops Tampa ; Mont~naro Clinica l School, H1a le•
Is land, v a .; NASA-Ma nned Space F light ah, F la .; Offi ce of E du cation, Washing•
Cen ler, Houston, Tex.; Na val Ship Re- ton, D. C.
search & Development Center, Wash\ng•
sociology : Divis ion of We lfare, Hospit a l
Ion , D. C. ; Na va l Ordinance Sta t ion,
.
Indian Head, Md. ; P icatinny Arsena l, & Welfare Board, Ta mpa; J uven ile Court
[?over,_ N.J. Southe rn Be ll, various loca- of Hillsborough County, T a mpa ; Offi ce of
! ions in F la. ; U.S. Coast G_ua r d, Wash• Educat ion, Washington, D. C.
inglon, D.C. a nd other local10ns.
P hysics-Math: Argonne Nationa l LaboSpeech: NA~A-Ma rsha ll Sp_a ce F llg ~t
.
Cente r, Huntsville, Ala .; Florida Council
ratory, A rgonne, Il l.; Central Intelligence for P reven t ion of Blindness, Tampa .
Agency, Washington, D. C. ; E nvironmenZoology: Encepha litis Research Center,
!a l Science
Servic es
Ad minis tration, Ta mpa ; Food & D rug Administrat ion,
Rockvil le, Md.; NASA-Godda rd Space Was hi_nglon, _D._C.; G a":e & F resh Wa ti:r
Fish Comm1ss1on, va rious locat10ns 1n
F light Center, Greenbelt, Md .; NASA· F lorida ; Ma rineland, St . August ine ,; Sil•
La ng ley Research Center , Ha m pt on , Va. ; ver Springs, Oca la ; Ta mpa General HosNASA - Marshall Space F light cen te r , P!tal, !am~a ; U. S . . Bure!'u of «::omm er.
.
.
c 1al F isheries, loca t 10ns on Florida a nd
Huntsvi lle, A la .; Union Car bide, Oa k South Carolina ; u. S. Coast Gua rd, Wash•
Ridge, Tenn.; U. S. Army Missile Com• ington, El. C.
mand, Huntsville, Ala .
......;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HOORAY!
for the solids
and stripes of
cotton knit separates
Pledge your fashion allegiance to
playclothes that are· easy to wear,
easy to care for. Voted most likely
to succeed: our stovepipe-neck top
in stripe after stripe of blue, green
ancl tangerine, S-M-L, $8 •.• and
the · skinny-legged slacks in solid
blue or green, 5 to 15, $8. Get in on
all thafs h appening today in Junior
Sportswear, West Shore, North
Gate, Downtown Tampa.

4-l'H'! OR'Ji.Ct i!;_J1n'y Zif, 1Y'6~ t,.. · of' South Rorida

~agging Exam

Brazilian Fashions
Reflect American Fads _ By MARGIE SISK
Associate Editor
A group of girls in a dorm
room all talking at once is not
an unordinary sight. However,
when the girls are talltjng in
two different languages it becomes something special.
Six of USF's visitors from
Brazil spent the afternoon
· talking to some USF coeds
about .a favorite women's
topic - fashion.
The girls were so enthusiastic that they often started
talking in Por~uguese , forgetting their American friends. It
seems tMt fashion is as controversial .in Brazil as it is
here.

MOST OF THE g i r 1 s
agreed, however, the "mini"
look was "in" and that it was
here to stay. Definite looks of
horror and indignation were
the answers given in regard

HENRY'S

Package Store
Slightly used golf balls
25c & 40c ea.
COLDEST BEER
IN TOWN

to the popularity of ' the
"midi" or below the lmees
style.
"Bonnie and <;:Iyde" are the
trend setters in Brazil now.
Both men and women's fashion abound in the "look of the
30's."
Black and white are the favorite colors of -most fashion
conscious young women. Lots
of r uffles make the black and
white colors soft and feminine. Matching blouses and
stockings make the whol-e attire chic.

FOR THE SPORTY look,
square toed shoes with low
thick heels are in fashion.
Since it is winter in Brazil,
_dark colors such as blue, red
·and orange are popular. Also
boots are quite popular with
the mini look.
The Twiggy, look, lots of eye
makeup and very little lipstick or other - makeup, is
worn by most fashion conscious Brazilian women ..
Most of the girls favored
·long hair, and for special OC·
casions, lots . of curls. They
felt that American women do

mERLE noRm An
Cosmetic Studio
Home of the

12309 Nebraska Ave.

(Just A Little N. of Fowler)
OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

FREE HOUR OF BEAUTY
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR. MALL
8913 FLORIDA AVENUE
.
Phone 932-2232

DAY NURSERY
-& KINDERGARTEN New Air Conditioned FacHity Servi"ns Hot Meals and
Offering Expert Supervision
■
Mon.• Sat.

USF

13202 15th St.

Phone 935-5107

Sacks It· To Ya'

I McCague Tells Students

I'Haul Off And Write'
~

.

By PHILIP RUNNELS
By RAY ZOG-ORSKI
ferences in writing regular
News Editor
Staff Writer
fiction and children's books.
In this age of m~chanization and computers, there is one
"The old formulas for all
job that is standing the test of time. Pushing relentlessly on
not look natural with their
"First of
you have to rein the face of possible extinction, it continues to ignore any
"fixed" beauty parlor looks.
writing
apply," he said.
member that · children are
threat of The 21st Century.
"Start
with
an exciting incihuman beings." That was
THE GIRLS FELT the colYour Frien,dly Local Grocery Store Bagger is unlege coeds were most " hip"
James McCague's first piece dent to grab attention, end
questionably unique. Surrounded by electric cash registers,
on the fashion scene. Although
turntables and stamp machines, he performs his duties with
of advice in writing for juve- each chapter with a hint of
they can wear pants to class,
what's coming next, write in
surefootedness and authority.
niles.
most girls usually wear skirts
The Friend)y Local Grocery Store is not mute or deaf to
terms easily visualized, and
and dresses. Lee and Lewis
McG:ague, author and- histohis necessity. Until he can be replaced by IBM or Xerox, he
just plain haul off and write."
trousers, an American prorian, spoke at USF's Meet the
is thoroughly trained a nd indoctrinated in his profession.
duct, is most fashionable
Author Series last Wednesday.
SUCH THOROUGHNESS is exemplified in the case of the
McCAGUE'S main interest
among both men and womeen,
He
believes there are few dif- is now non-fictional history
"Employee Indoctrination For Full Time and Part Time Emand often becomes quite hard
and juvenile writing, but he is
ployees," .published by a Friendly Local Grocery Store.
to get.
lmowledgeable in all aspects
In a programmed text, not unlike many Behaviorial
of his profession. He has writScience pamphlets popular in recent (and· current) sessions,
The girls all agreed that the
ten five novels.
his techniques and requirements are taught and reinforced.
magazines set the fashion in
As a public service, a portion of the actual text has been reBrazil as in most countries.
Mccague said, "Like all
printed.
One of the most popular magwriting, . there are no magic
LESSON 1- CARE OF THE CHECK OUT AREA
azines_ is "Burda" a German
formulas in writing for juveThe first principle of proper bagging is cleanliness.
_magazin-e. Magazines from .
niles." The • lack of rules and
Therefore, you should always do your part to keep the check
France, Italy, America and
formulas was his attraction to
out area - - - (clear of check out girls, clear of customtheir own country also rank
professional writing.
ers, clean).
high in the fashion ratings.
Activities at the University
He found writing juvenile
You should always clean the cart before you-return it to
Center (CTR) this week will stories good discipline for
In men's styles the turtle
t h e - - - - - area. (local housing, highway, check out).
be varied. The Heterogeneous writers. He called the limitaneck, worn as a sport shirt or
Empty shopping carts should be ·
(Destroyed,
Grouping will provide the tion in length good for "all of
kicked, returned).
_
with a jacket is the most pop-music for a band dance Fri- us who tend to be spendthrifts
LESSON 2 - BASICS OF BAGGING._
ular fashion in B r a z i 1.
day at 9 p.m. in the CTR Ball- with words."
Since jars and bottles need to be protected, they are put
"Clyde" once again is a popuroom. Admission to the dance,
in the - - - - - of the bag. (bottom, far horizontal left
HE SAID there was "not as
sponsored by the UC Dance
lar look, especially · among
hand corner, middle).
much restriction on the use of
Committee,
is
50
cents
with
a
college students.
Where would you put a small jar of mayonnaise? (In a
words as you might think, -and
valid I.D. card.
small mayonnaise jar bag, in the customer's shirt poc.!5et, in
children often understand a
MOST OF THE m-en are
the middle of the bag) .
The University Ce n t e r great deal more than we give
clean shaven, the girls all
WHY
DO
WE
put
crushables
and
eggs
at
the
top
of
the
~ovies
Committee presents them credit for."
said they didn't like beards or
bag? (So they'll catch falling dust, so you can eat them first,
" Boeing, Boeing" starring
mustaches.
He believes that you don't
so they won't be crushed or broken) .
Jerrry Lewis, Tony Curtis, have to stick with reality,
As for jewelry, most young
What are two ways you can help your store save money
and Thelma Ritter at 7 :30c younger audiences generally
girls like large fake stones - on bags? (Sell them as garbage bags for 25 cents apiece,
p.m. in FAH 101, Friday and · thrive on fantasy and stretch- .
and big earrings. A special
swipe more from other stores, fill each bag).
Saturday. This comedy finds ing of , the truth, "but you
custom for , the engaged couIf a customer requests that her order ,be placed in four
Tony Curtis engaged to three can't cheat them. They love
ple; the girl wears her wedbags instead of -two, you would (only use one, charge her
airline hostesses at once and detail and they always want
ding band on her right hand,
$1.34 for each extra bag, drop her order on the floor and give · Jerry Lewis "helps" him
to know why."
as does her finacee until the
her the four bags).
.
solve his-problems. Admission
lVIcCague currently_ works
wedding, when the bands are
FRESHLY CUT meats might leak, so they are put into · is 25 cents.
for
a publishing company
worn on th-e left h;;md.
(the bottom of the bag (Ha, Ha) , a partially filled jar of
An exhibition of the wot.Ks specializing in reading propiekles;
nexrto
the
flour
and
sugar,
separate
bags).
Very few men wear rings
of the University Center Pho- grams with study aids. He
What types of items do not require bags? (Those you
and most girls wear them just
tography
Club m e m b e r s, said his books use "plenty of
can't cram into two bags, canned goods, brooms):
as · ,accessories to t h e i r
sponsored by the University illustrations and are . stories
It
is
often
sai.d
that
t
wo
heads
are
better
than
one.
In
the
clothes.
Center Arts & Exhibits com- not so m~ch events in history,
saqie way, - - - hands are better than one when you are
The girls all seemed to feel
mittee, will be on exhibit but more about how people
bagging. (1.84, 7132.005, two).
that fashion , in the United
through
Friday, · August 9 in lived in the American past"
If a partially filled bag begins to tear, what s hould you
States is much like that in
CTR
108.
Gallery hours are 8
McCAGUE WAS especially
do? (Fill the hole quickly with the customers hand, set it in
their own country.
a.m.
to
5
p.m
.,
Monday
pleased
with · "what can be
th~ cart quickly, waste another bag by filling it with the purFriday.
·
tlfrough
done
with
these books." He
chase).
LESSON 3 - COURTESY AND APPEAR,ANCE _____ _
'
What do you say to a customer who has had to wait in a
NORTH GATE
long line? (Long line, wasn't it, hope you're not in a hurry,
SHOPPING
hum, dum, dum , dum, dum, dum, dum).
CENTER
One way to show you have good manners is to say
The One-To-One Group will
"Thank - - - - -" to the customer. (Groick, smickle,
show a film and hold a pa11el
frarigue:)
discussion at 7 :30 p.m. today
Smile when you say - - - - - - to the customer.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
in University Center 248.
(Sorry about that, bagem' yourself, thank _you) .
For Faculty and Students
WHAT ARE TWO ways that you can show the customer
The film, A Tale of Two
that
you
have
good
manners?
(Don't
pick
your
nose,
don't
-plusCities, will be shown prior to
scratch in fuqny places, don't use your shirtsleeve for a handthe discussion. The group will
' SR 221 s filed.
kerchief, don' t say "crud, gross or bull duckey.").
take a comparative look at
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate
How should you handle a customer who offers you a tip?
community relations m New
(With both hands) .
York and Tampa. ·
SCORINGPanel members will be:
Less than five right: you're hired.
..
..
Sherman Th om p son, coMore than five but less than ten r ight: advance to .assisordinator of the Learning Centant manager.
ter; William Smith, 1ecturer
More than ten but less than 15 right: you are now the
in American Idea ; Dr. Robert
manager.
A. Warner, chairman of the
More than 15 right : Congratulations, you're . the new
American Idea Department;
owner.
Dr. Manuel Vega, assistant
p r o f e s s o r of Behavioral
Science ; and Dr. Howard
Gowen, assistant professor of
Humanities.

all

CTR Holds

Band Dance

Friday Eve

ALLSTATE

Phone 932-4337

HEADGEAR
8231 NEBRASKA AVE.

,-

GOLDE-N ·GATE
SPEEDWAY

EVERY FRIDAY AND
SATURDAI:-AT 8:30 P.M.
ADMISSION
-ADULTS: $2.00
Students & Servicemen: $1.50
Children 6-12 Yrs.: soc
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'Geronimo' To
Face Regents

t,;~ ~~~~:~Ll
3

After having finished its research on the facts and figures of the former Navy
ocean-going tugboat Geronimo, a s ubcommittee of the
F 1 o r i d a Inter-Institutional
Committee on Oceanography
will pass its information . to
the Board of Regents for a
final decision.

The committee has been
searching the waterfront some
four months attempting to locate a vessel suitable for
training and research for the
state's oceanography institutions.

T~
2.65
2.55
1.95
2.35
2.55

1.40

2.70

.10

.20

1.65

2.75

He re's a good buy! Pick any TWO of the above ingredients plus oni;ns and
green peppers. We will hold-t he onions and gree~ peppers 'if you want us
to.

9ivoyou any THREE in9redienU.Plu, onion!::!~. P•P•
pers and anchovies if you ask for them.

De6very Service soc

'"'"' "'""~"""''

TERRACE .PLAZA in the Mall

w

By Education

"Geronimo" will echo before the Board of Regents as
oceanographers search for a
suitable floating laboratory.

1.40
1.35
1.10
1.25
1.35 .
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Call us for those' late Nite Snacks

The Education Council held
a coffee last Wednesday afternoon_for students in the College of E ducation and the edu~ation faculty.
·
The Council, which became ,
active in February, is represented by members from all
the clubs in the College of Education. According to L. G.
Roberts, advisor for the Education Council, the . coffees
were introduced in hope of
unifying the Educational Department by giving their. majors an opportunity · to me~t
students and faculty in other
educational fields as well as
"their own. The informal atmosphere also makes it possible for students "to air their
views and opinions."
Over 100 people attended the
coffee and David O'Brien,
president of the council, considered it such a success that
he has already scheduled another coffee ior Wednesday,
July 31, at 2 p.m. in EDU
202C. All students in the College of Education are invited.
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french Sidewalk Cafe
Theme For CTR Eve -

For 50 cents, a s tudent can
.., place himself in a . typical
"Sidewalk Cafe" in P aris,
France and not even leave the
University c a m p u s. The
"cafe" is an' event sponsored
by the University Center
Music Committee.
Betsy Belle Ha mlim, committee chairman, said that
the cafe will be held in the
CTR Ballroom on August 3 at
§ :30 p.m. The all-French review will feature poetry readings by Dr. Adrian Cherry,
professor of French.
Hamlin1 added that there
will be dancing to F rench
music. She said that refreshments _will ~ ~~ ed.
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Ahead!

Coffee Held
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MUSHROOM PIZ-ZA
FRESH POR_
K SAUSAGE PIZZA
CHEESE PIZZA
GREEN OLIVE PIZZA
·TUNA FISH PIZZA
AN(UQVY
~" PIZZA
ONION OR GREEN PEPPERS ON ABOVE
JERRY'S SPECIAL COMBINATION

JERRY'\:.R!~~-~!~:Y~~

,

Think

The One - To • One Group
strives to promote better understanding between faeulty
· and students regarding racial
relations.

STOCK CAR RACES

2 CENTS ·OFF!

ON EVERY GALLON OF GAS
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24

••

AL CRANDON PHILLIPS 66,
FLETCHER AT 30th ST.
THE CAMPUS HELPERS
GOOD WITH AD

ON/

Y

'One-To-One'

To Meet Today

POSTERS - CLOTHING
JEWELRY - POTTERY

said the books were intended
for reading pleasure, but can
be used for making kids want
to read and giving them
something useful in later life.
McCague believed, "there
would always be the runaway best seller," but said
fiction was generally declining in prominence to non-fiction.
McCague did not think that
reproduction- of fiction on TV
or movies would destroy the
desire to read the original
work. He · noted . that more
books are being published
than ever before.
Like all authors he assocates with, Mccague said he
"always has a mental block
about starting to write." He ·
then gave what he thought
was the best ;idvice for any
writer: "You've got to make
writing a 9 to 5 type job or
you don't get anywhere."

painstaking chores
that each of us must
participate in, there
often comes a t_ime when
/

our mind wanders from
the tasks in which
w e endeavor. When you
find yourself in such
a position, remember that
the memorable 1969
Aegean may .be
in Room 223, University
Center. Total cost for
the Aegean is $1

°
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Honest-toP
_ epsi taste!

PEPSI•
..
COLA
Pick up an extra carton today!

